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ABOUT US

Aster Logistics is a consolidated 

freight forwarder and competitive 

global logistics provider founded 

by a group of professionals with 

over thirty years of experience 

in logistics, national and 

international transportation 

as well as import and export 

customs brokerage.

From the development of these 

solid foundations, Aster has 

multiplied its own strength by 

expanding its activity through a 

network that covers more than 

190 countries in the world,

capable of providing local support 

to a distribution strategy truly 

global.
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International Freight Forwarders
by Air, Sea and Road, 
logistics, distributions 
and customs declarations

OUR VALUE

Aster’s main value is in focusing on 

customers’ needs, which range from 

the simple repositioning of the stock 

to the full support as integral part of 

the distribution chain, thus ensuring 

customers to achieve a competitive 

advantage in the global market.

WHERE WE ARE?

Aster Logistics’s head office and 

warehouse are located in north 

urban area of Milan – Italy, well 

connected to the main motorways 

and railways, an ideal location 

to better enhance its activity as 

a maritime, air and land freight 

forwarder, as well as a global logistics 

provider, able to offer warehousing, 

distribution, custom brokerage and 

global logistics management.

Additional direct presence in Rome 

and Albania (Durres) provides the 

ideal commercial and operational 

network to support all activities to 

and from the Mediterranean area.
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Commercial, shipping, 
government, insurance, 

L/C handling 

DOCUMENTATION

LOGISTICS
and projects management 

Tailored

CONSULTANCY
for all your needs

3PL/4PL
and supply chain 

management

BROKERAGE
and import/export 

customs assistance

OUR SERVICES

Whatever your freight requirements, Aster Logistics, as your business partner has 
the necessary skills and understanding to provide innovative solutions to your 

transportation and logistics requirements.

TRANSPORTATION
and multimodal shipments

all over the world

https://www.asterlog.com/
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AIR
FREIGHT

PRIORITY AIR 
SHIPMENTS
The shortest transit time
possible, any size or weight, for 
any destination.
Pre-clearance operations when 
possible are performed
in order to speed up the final 
delivery.

We offer different airfreight solutions, both 
from an export and import perspective as 

well as in a through-transport scenario, 
dependant upon requirements.

EXPRESS AIR 
SHIPMENTS
A more economical way of 
shipping goods with rapid 
transit time. Averaging between 
2-5 transit days, direct flights 
or consolidated traffic through 
selected gateways. Any size 
or weight shipment for any 
destination. International 
documentation and customs 
clearance.

HAND CARRY 
SERVICE
Dedicated and safe,  available 
to supervise the delivery of 
sensitive, valuable or time-critical 
consignments. Personal door 
to door delivery, active flight 
monitoring, continuous and 
proactive information flow during 
the trip.

AIR CHARTER
For dedicated full-capacity 
service to any destination.

SEA-AIR SERVICES
Where required, we offer sea-air 
services which combines modes 
in order to achieve a specific 
requirement in a cost-effective 
manner.
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OCEAN FREIGHT

FULL CONTAINER LOAD
In conjunction with world-class global
partners and carriers, we provide
competitive pricing with the best 
frequencies of departure and delivery 
times, for those customers requiring an FCL 
service.
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LESS CONTAINER LOAD
 
Regular sailings are offered for customers 
whose shipping volumes do not require 
a complete container. Specialist in 
Consolidations, we can offer a competitive 
price / value ratio and regular scheduled 
sailings to most worldwide destinations.

PROJECT CARGO
We are able to manage “project cargo” 
and shipments of oversized, dangerous 
goods, refrigerated sensitive and delicate.

We can offer a variety of different Ocean freight 
solutions, both from an export and import 
perspective as well as in a through-transport 
scenario, dependant upon requirements. Thanks 
to our substantial volumes we are able to ensure 
both service and equipment availability.

https://www.asterlog.com/
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LESS TRUCK LOAD

Regular LTL services are offered 
for customers whose transporting 
volumes do not require a complete. 
Specialist in Consolidations, we can 
offer a competitive price/value ratio 
and regular scheduled departures and 
arrivals to/from the main international 
locations including East Europe 
countries, Middle East and Maghreb 
region.

DEDICATED AND 
SPECIAL TRUCKS 
SERVICES

For top urgent arrangements we 
can provide all range of vehicles 

for exclusive and fully dedicated 
services.

FULL TRUCK 
LOAD

INTERMODAL 
SERVICES

Combined Rail/Truck mode of 
transport is available for most of 

Domestic, European industrial areas 
and China. We provide competitive 

pricing with the highest possible 
departure frequency and consistent 

transit time.

 

SPECIAL
SERVICES

In conjunction with world-class 
global partners and carriers, we 

provide competitive pricing with the 
highest possible departure frequency 

for customers requiring FTL services 
including special equipments and 

OOG cargo.

We can also provide special  
trucks such as:
Tailgate trucks;

Self Loading Crane trucks;
Low bed trucks;

ADR trucks;
Reefer trucks.

LAND TRANSPORT

https://www.asterlog.com/
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BROKERAGE

Operating in Italy and in all EU countries,
directly and through our network of agents 
grobally. Aster Customs Brokers supplies directly
a vital link in the transport chain. Our highly 
qualified staff expert in local customs 
procedures, is always ready to classify 
and work safely on yours good. 

Aster Customs Brokers is able to provide pre-
clearance and customs clearance services in each 
of the countries within its global network. Your 
goods can be classified, and where appropriate 
cleared prior to arrival into the destination country. 
In addition, Tariff consultants are available to 
provide consultancy on a range of matters such as 
Dumping, Duty Concessions, Duty Drawbacks, 
Quotas and Intrastat declarations.

Aster Customs Brokers are electronically linked 
to Italian Customs’ Services utilizing state of the 
art software packages, ensuring rapid turnaround 
in clearance together with automatic updating 
of records, tariff concessions and other statistical 
codes providing proven efficiency in time and 
finance. Where available internationally, we 
support these electronic links.

Custom Bonded Warehouse

 VAT/GST Warehouse

In Bond Warehouse

Fiscal Representation for foreigners Companies

 Intrastat Services (EU Cargo Exchange)

 Custom Brokerage

ASTERLOG.com7
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CONSULTING
SERVICES 
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One solution, many benefits

MyAster is the most efficient and immediate 
way to manage all your shipments in 

complete autonomy. 
Track, monitor, get visibility with the great 

advantage of being able to download all your 
shipping documents whenever you want 

and from wherever you are
If you don’t have an account yet just apply 

immediately by writing to 
info@asterlog.com

We can provide consulting services, 
relative to your transportation 
and Supply Chain requirements. 
International market knowledge 
and awareness of local business 
environments and political 
conditions is available in order to 
assist you with trading effectively 
in a global environment. Local 
staff, experienced in business 
analysis are available to assist you 
in determining the most efficient 
way of managing the movement 
of products both domestically and 
internationally.

https://www.asterlog.com/
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PROJECTS AND 
LOGISTICS

Project & Logistics 
Freight Management 

Logistics Optimisation 
and Feasibility Studies

Door to Door 
Multi-modal Freight 
Management

Shipment Tracking

Chartering by 
Sea and Air

Consulting services

Independent Cargo 
Management & 
Supervision for Air & Sea 
Charters

Management and 
Supervision of heavy lifts, 
outsized, hazardous and 
abnormal cargo 

Whether you are mobilising a power station or constructing an international airport 

we are uniquely qualif ied to meet your requirements for elements of project logistics 

execution. Specializing in the provision of innovative logistics solutions to ensure 

smooth on-time project fulf ilment.

ASTERLOG.com
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As your logistics partner we can help to ensure your 
products reach destination on time and in perfect 
condition.

ORDER MANAGEMENT
We can support and promote your supply 
chain(s) through the provision of freight 
management services, our primary goal 
is to understand your requirements and 
provide the best solutions.

3PL - 4PL

ASSEMBLY & DISTRIBUTION 
We also offer services such as assemblies, 
pack and repack, promotion packing 
and labelling, stock management and 
management to end customer, providing 
logistics services and e-commerce 
distribution.

SUPPLIERS MANAGEMENT
We are specialised in interfacing
and manage multiple suppliers, both local
and international, to support and
optimize your transport and logistics 
needs. This philosophy will allow you to 
enjoy of the benefits offered by having 
multiple suppliers, the best in their 
respective fields, maintaining a single 
interface to interact with. 

ORDER MANAGEMENT
We provide a variety of services including 
order expediting, receiving of goods, 
pick and pack, assembly and shipping 
and inventory control. Where you have 
more than one product and more than 
one supplier in an overseas region, we 
can co-ordinate a “Buyers Consolidated 
Warehouse” in order to efficiently manage 
your inventory and asset flow.

JUST IN TIME 
We provide support services top ensure 
inventory arrives at the right time to 
ensure maximum up-time in your 
production cycle.

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
We receive, store, package and ship 
raw materials, sub-assemblies and/or 
finished goods for manufacturers and 
customers to ensure strategic deployment 
of your global, marketable goods.

As your logistics partner we can help to ensure your 
products reach destination on time and in perfect 
condition.

https://www.asterlog.com/
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MILAN HEADQUARTER

Via Triboniano,103

20156 Milano, Italy

info@asterlog.com

Ph:+39 02.334762.1

Fax:+39 02.33496447

ROME BUSINESS HUB

Piazza Guglielmo Marconi, 15

00144 Roma - Italy

rome@asterlog.com

Ph: +39.06.56547050

Fax:+39.06.21121846 

ALBANIA OFFICE

Lagjja nr.3, Sheshi Ilira, Hyrja 1

Durress 2000 - ALBANIA

info.albania@asterlog.com

Ph:+355 52900560 

Fax:+355.52900561

www.asterlogistics.com

@asterlogistics

@asterlogistics

Aster Logistics Srl

@AsterLogisticsS

@asterlogisticss.r.l.4543
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